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Abstract
We propose a graph-based sweep algorithm for solving the steady state, mono-energetic discrete
ordinates on meshes of high-order curved mesh elements. Our spatial discretization consists of ar-
bitrarily high-order discontinuous Galerkin finite elements using upwinding at mesh element faces.
To determine mesh element sweep ordering, we define a directed, weighted graph whose vertices
correspond to mesh elements, and whose edges correspond to mesh element upwind dependencies.
This graph is made acyclic by removing select edges in a way that approximately minimizes the
sum of removed edge weights. Once the set of removed edges is determined, transport sweeps are
performed by lagging the upwind dependency associated with the removed edges. The proposed
algorithm is tested on several 2D and 3D meshes composed of high-order curved mesh elements.
Keywords — transport, discrete ordinates, high-order, sweep, unstructured
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I. INTRODUCTION
Hydrodynamics discretizations that leverage high-order (HO) curved meshes have become in-
creasingly popular in recent years, due to several mathematical and computational advantages they
afford. For example, HO meshes can more accurately model curved geometries, and consequently
simulations that use HO meshes can use significantly fewer mesh elements to achieve an equivalent
accuracy in comparison to low-order (i.e. straight-edged) meshes. HO meshes are essential for
achieving optimal finite element convergence rates (for smooth problems) on domains with curved
boundaries or interfaces, in both the Lagrangian [8, 7, 11] and arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian
(ALE) [5, 3] contexts. Additionally, HO meshes permit better spherical symmetry preservation for
implosion calculations in axisymmetric geometries [7].
In the context of radiation transport, HO methods have the potential for reducing the pro-
hibitively large number of spatial unknowns required to resolve the radiation’s seven-dimensional
phase space (three in space, two in angle, energy, and time). The need to reduce the number
of thermal radiation transport (TRT) unknowns is further magnified with the rise of memory
motion/communication-bound next-generation architectures such as the graphics processing unit
based machine Sierra [6]. The ability to solve the TRT equations on HO curved meshes is further
motivated when one is interested in the simulation of multi-physics phenomena, such as inertial
confinement fusion, using HO hydrodynamics methods, such as those in [8, 7, 11, 5, 3]. Such
radiation-hydrodynamics simulations must preserve the equilibrium diffusion limit, which requires
the solution of the SN equations on a mesh compatible with the HO hydrodynamics mesh.
One possibility to achieve the required radiation hydrodynamics coupling would be to interpo-
late fields such as the radiation energy density between a HO representation on the hydrodynamics
mesh and a field discretized with linear elements on a refined, low-order (LO) TRT specific mesh.
However, this would necessitate a significant increase in TRT degrees-of-freedom to “straighten
out” the HO hydrodynamics meshes. Additionally, (i) no analysis currently exists proving that
such a scheme preserves the equilibrium diffusion limit, and (ii) interpolating between LO and
HO representations of the same field will likely lead to decreased robustness, stability, and physics
fidelity.
An alternative approach is to solve the TRT equations directly on the HO mesh using a
spatial discretization for the TRT equations that is consistent with the thermodynamic variables
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of the hydrodynamics discretization. In [8, 7, 3], the hydrodynamics’ thermodynamic variables are
discretized in space by a discontinuous Galerkin (DG) formulation. Solving the TRT equations di-
rectly on the hydrodynamics mesh is most consistent with historical precedent for robust radiation
hydrodynamics coupling stability [10]. Further, when the TRT unknowns and the hydrodynam-
ics’ thermodynamic unknowns have identical centerings, it is likely that even better multi-physics
robustness, numerical stability, and accuracy can be achieved. In particular, Woods and Palmer
have shown that an upwinded DG spatial discretization of the mono-energetic, steady-state, SN
angular discretization of the linear Boltzmann equation (i) yields HO convergence [28, 27] and
(ii) maintains the thick diffusion limit [29, 27]. Spatial discretizations of the TRT equations that
preserve the thick diffusion limit are tantamount to spatial discretizations that will preserve the
equilibrium diffusion limit when applied to time-dependent, multi-frequency, SN angular approx-
imations to the non-linear thermal radiative transfer equations [19, 2]. Hereafter, we refer to the
spatially analytic mono-energetic, steady-state, SN angular discretizations of the linear Boltzmann
equation simply as the linear transport equations.
When source iteration [14] is used to iteratively solve for particle scattering, each iteration
requires solving the linear transport equation (independently) for each angle. Upwinded spatial
discretizations of the linear transport equations on product meshes of orthogonal mesh elements
(or on general 2d, convex meshes), lead to a block lower-triangular set of equations, in some
ordering, for each angle. This system can be solved on an element-by-element basis by doing a
block forward solve of the corresponding matrix; in the the transport literature, this is referred
to as a “transport sweep.” On meshes of non-orthogonal linear (straight-edged) mesh elements,
upwinded DG discretizations of the linear transport equations do not necessarily form lower-
triangular systems of equations. Systems with upper-triangular components are often produced
by discretizations on 3D linear unstructured grids [26], or by discretizations on 2D linear meshes
that contain concave elements. Nevertheless, it is usually possible to choose a mesh ordering that
results in a nearly block lower-triangular matrix whose inverse is approximated well in a transport
sweep [18, 20, 22, 21]. Such an algorithm is equivalent to an ordered block Gauss-Seidel iteration
on the upwinded DG equations.
On HO curved meshes, an upwind discretization of the linear transport equations can result
in significantly more upper triangular entries, compared to similar problems composed on linear
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mesh elements. As an example, it is possible to have two neighboring HO mesh elements that
are both upwind of each other, even in 2D. Thus, in HO meshes, strongly connected components
(SCCs) of mesh elements are expected to be more prevalent and larger than SCCs appearing in
linear meshes. Each SCC corresponds to a non-triangular component of the spatially discretized
linear transport equations. As mesh element order increases, such SCCs likely grow in size and
number, causing convergence of a naive Gauss-Seidel iteration to suffer. To that end, methods
for determining a mesh element ordering that minimizes the size of these SCCs takes on greater
importance with HO curved meshes.
The main purpose of this paper is to develop and present a transport sweep algorithm based
on a quasi-optimal mesh-element ordering for a block Gauss-Seidel iteration. In particular, we
extend the graph-based methods of [18, 20, 22, 21] to HO curved meshes in a manner that directly
connects the graph to both the mesh topology and HO DG spatial discretization. After defin-
ing such a graph, a transport-sweep mesh-element ordering is determined so that the “optimal”
approximation of the inverse of the upwinded DG discretization can be applied on an element-by-
element basis. In graph-theoretic terms, we construct the maximum acyclic subgraph by removing
edges in the dependency graph until the modified graph is acyclic using a heuristic that (approx-
imately) minimizes the weight of removed edges. Performance of this graph based, approximate
transport sweep algorithm is then demonstrated on a variety of test problems, including an an-
nulus embedded in a square domain, reminiscent of the canonical light-water reactor pin cell [4];
a HO 2D-mesh derived from a HO Lagrangian simulation of the “triple point” problem [8, 12];
and a 3D extension of the 2D, single-mode, Rayleigh-Taylor instability problem presented in [8].
In this series of test problems, the iteration count of our Gauss-Seidel, quasi-optimal element-by-
element transport sweep solver is compared against the number of iterations required for solution
of the exact upwinded DG equations via an approximate ideal restriction algebraic multigrid solver
(AIR) [16, 17, 13]. Finally, we compare the unknown count, iteration count, and accuracy of our
Gauss-Seidel iteration on the HO mesh to refined meshes of linear mesh elements using a linear
upwinded DG transport discretization.
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II. SPATIAL DISCRETIZATION OF THE LINEAR TRANSPORT EQUATIONS
In this work, we focus on the solution of the steady-state, mono-energetic discrete ordinates
linear Boltzmann equations,
Ωd · ∇xψd (x) + σt (x)ψd (x) = σs (x)
4pi
ϕ (x) + qd (x) , x ∈ D
ψd (x) = ψd,inc (x) , x ∈ ∂D and n (x) ·Ωd < 0. (1)
In (1), D is a domain in dim dimensions and ∂D is its boundary; ψd (x) is the angular flux[
n
cm2−sec−ster
]
in the direction of discrete ordinate Ωd, with Ωd ∈ S2; the total macroscopic
interaction cross section, σt (x)
[
cm−1
]
, is the sum of the macroscopic absorption cross section,
σa (x)
[
cm−1
]
, and the scattering macroscopic cross section, σs (x)
[
cm−1
]
; scattering is assumed
to be isotropic; we have assumed the validitiy of the discrete ordinates approximation to the scalar
flux, ϕ
[
n
cm2−sec
]
,
ϕ (x) ≈
NΩ∑
d=1
ωdψd (x) ; (2)
qd (x)
[
n
cm3−sec−ster
]
is a volumetric source in the direction of Ωd; ψd,inc (x) is a known, incident
angular flux on the boundary ∂D of domain D; and n (x) is the outward directed unit normal
on ∂D at x. Additionally, we have chosen the set of angular quadrature weights and directions,
{(ωd,Ωd)}NΩ1 , such that all ωd > 0 and
∑NΩ
d=1 ωd = 4pi.
Discrete representation of the HO mesh. Equation (1) is discretized over a HO curved
mesh. Let ∪κe denote a tesselation of physical space using HO mesh elements, {κe}Nκ1 , each
being of order r. Consider a set of scalar Lagrangian finite element basis functions {vˆm(ξ)}Nv1
defined on the reference element κˆ. For simplicial elements (triangles and tetrahedrons), the basis
{vˆm} spans Pr, the space of all polynomials of total degree at most r; for tensor product elements
(quadrilaterals and hexahedrals) {vˆm} is chosen to be a basis for Qr, the space of all polynomials of
degree at most r in each variable. The shape of any element κe in the mesh is then fully described
by a matrix xe of size dim ×Nv whose columns represent the coordinates of the element control
points (aka element degrees of freedom). Given xe, the position of κe (corresponding to a point ξ
in κˆ) is derived via the mapping Te : κˆ→ κe:
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xe(ξ) = Te (ξ) =
Nv∑
m=1
xe,mvˆm (ξ) , xe,m = Te (ξm) , (3)
where we use xe,m to denote the m-th column of xe. When two elements κe and κe′ share a
common mesh entity (vertex, edge, or face) then their control-point matrices xe and xe′ are not
independent because, to ensure mesh continuity, the descriptions of the common entity (through
Te on one hand and Te′ on the other) must coincide. This type of interdependence among
mesh elements is typically expressed by defining a global vector x of control points (degrees of
freedom) and a set of linear operators x→xe , one per mesh element, that define/extract the local
coordinates xe from the global vector x. Thus, the global continuity of the mesh is ensured for
any value of x.
Discontinuous Galerkin formulation. We spatially discretize (1) using HO DG approxima-
tions of ψd (x) and ϕ (x). Let {uˆm(ξ)}Nu1 be a set of scalar Lagrangian finite element basis functions
defined on the reference element κˆ. As before, this basis spans Ps or Qs for simplicial and tensor
elements, respectively, where s is the DG finite element order. For a given element κe in physical
space, the corresponding basis functions, {uem(x)}Nu1 , are defined through
uem (xe(ξ)) ≡ uˆm (ξ) , ξ ∈ κˆ. (4)
Regardless of the particular mesh element, each uem satisfies u
e
m(xn) = δm,n, where xn is the nodal
position of the n-th basis function. These basis functions are used to discretize the angular flux
and scalar flux on any element κe as
ψ˜de (x) =
Nu∑
m=1
ψde,mu
e
m (x) ,
and
ϕ˜e (x) =
Nu∑
m=1
ϕe,mu
e
m (x) .
On a face Γe,e′ between neigboring mesh elements e and e
′, upwinding is used to define the angular
flux,
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ψ˜de,e′(x) =

ψ˜de (x) if Ωd · ne(x) ≥ 0,
ψ˜de′(x) if Ωd · ne(x) < 0,
where ne(x) is the outward directed normal of κe that point into κe′ . Following the standard
Galerkin procedure the DG discretization described above yields the following matrix equation,
G(d)ψ(d) + F (d)ψ(d) +Mtψ
(d) − 1
4pi
Msϕ = q
(d), (5)
where ψ(d)and ϕ are the vectors storing the degree of freedom (DOF) values {ψde,m} and {ϕe,m},
e = 1 . . . Nκ,m = 1 . . . Nu . The matrices G
(d), F (d), Mt, and Ms are block-diagonal by mesh
element indexing; q(d) is also a block-diagonal vector. Indexing DOFs using m and n within a
mesh element κe, the individual blocks of G
(d), Mt, and Ms are, respectively,
[
G(d)e
]
m,n
= −
∫
κe
(Ωd · ∇xuem)uendx, (6)
[Mt,e]m,n =
∫
κe
σt(x)u
e
mu
e
ndx (7)
[Ms,e]m,n =
∫
κe
σs(x)u
e
mu
e
ndx . (8)
The source spatial moments vector, q(d) = {q(d)e,m}, is given by
q(d)e,m =
∫
κe
qd(x)u
e
mdx−
∫
∂κe∩∂D
1
2
(Ωd · ne + |Ωd · ne|)uemψ(d)d,incds . (9)
The face matrix in (5), F (d), has both block-diagonal components, F
(d)
e ,
[
F (d)e
]
m,n
=
∫
Γe,e
(
1
2
Ωd · ne + 1
2
|Ωd · ne|
)
uemu
e
nds, (10)
as well as off-diagonal block components, F
(d)
e,e′ . For two neighboring mesh elements κe and κe′
that share face Γe,e′ , F
(d)
e,e′ is defined as
[
F
(d)
e,e′
]
m,n
=
∫
Γe,e′
(
1
2
|Ωd · ne| − 1
2
Ωd · ne
)
uemu
e′
n ds, e
′ 6= e. (11)
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It is critical to rememember that in (10) and (11), ne points from element κe into κe′ , always.
The individual blocks defined in (6)-(8) can be expressed in terms of integration over the
reference element κˆ using the mesh element transformation defined in (3),
[
G(d)e
]
m,n
= −
∫
κˆ
(
Ωd · J−T (ξ)∇ξuˆm
)
uˆn |Je(ξ)| dξ , (12)
[Mt,e]m,n =
∫
κˆ
σtuˆmuˆn |Je(ξ)| dξ , and (13)
[Ms,e]m,n =
∫
κˆ
σsuˆmuˆn |Je(ξ)| dξ , (14)
where J is the Jacobian matrix of the coordinate matrix defined in (3):
Je(ξ) =
∂Te(ξ)
∂ξ
=
Nv∑
m=1
xe,m [∇vˆm(ξ)]T . (15)
Likewise, the F (d) block element can be evaluated on a reference element,
[
F (d)e
]
m,n
=
∫
Γˆ
(
1
2
Ωd · ne + 1
2
|Ωd · ne|
)
uˆmuˆn′
∣∣JΓ(sˆ)∣∣ dsˆ, (16)
[
F
(d)
e,e′
]
m,n
=
∫
Γˆ
(
1
2
|Ωd · ne| − 1
2
Ωd · ne
)
uˆmuˆn′
∣∣JΓ(sˆ)∣∣ dsˆ . (17)
In (17) and 16, n′ is used in the reference element integration to emphasize that the reference
element indexing in mesh element κe is not the same as in κe′ . The face Jacobian J
Γ is derived
through the dim− 1 versions of (3) and (15).
The integrands in (12)-(17) are typically evaluated using numerical quadrature. In particular,
Gauss-Legendre quadrature is often used with great success to evaluate the polynomial (assuming
constant material properties) integrands of (12)-(14). However, for linear mesh elements in 3D, and
more generally HO mesh elements in multi-dimensional geometry, (16) and (17) have non-smooth
integrands. The F
(d)
e and F
(d)
e,e′ integrands are non-smooth on re-entrant faces where Ωd ·ne changes
sign. In such cases standard quadrature schemes designed to integrate smoothly varying functions
can converge slowly. To achieve a simple and rapidly convergent integration scheme, one can use
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Romberg integration to rapidly evaluate the piecewise smooth integrands of (16)-(17) [23].
III. GRAPH-BASED TRANSPORT SWEEP ALGORITHM
We now describe the manner in which we solve (5). First, we note that while it is possible to
solve the linear system described by (5), the coupling of all ψ(d) to all other directions implied by
the definition of (2) requires that the angular flux for every direction be solved simultaneously, a
computationally intractable feat for all but the coarsest of problem resolutions. Rather than solve
for the NΩ angular fluxes simultaneously, (5) is typically solved using fixed point iteration,
[
G(d) + F (d) +Mt
]
ψ
(d)
(`+1) = q
(d) +
1
4pi
Msϕ(`) (18)
where for iteration index `, (18) is used to lag the angle coupling,
ϕ(`) =
NΩ∑
d=1
ωdψ
(d)
(`) .
Equation (18) is typically referred to as source iteration in transport literature [14]. While it is
more tractable to solve (18) by forming and exactly applying the “streaming + collision operator”
[
G(d) + F (d) +Mt
]
, (19)
or left hand side of (18), it is more common to invert the streaming+collision operator for each
angle on a mesh element-by-mesh element basis in what is reffered to as a transport sweep. In the
following discussion we assume that, for a given direction Ωd, each mesh element index corresponds
to the order in which the unknowns are solved. In 2D, for convex domains discretized with convex
mesh elements, or for Cartesian product meshes in both 2D and 3D, it is always possible to choose
a mesh element ordering for which the face matrix F
(d)
e,e′ = 0 whenever e
′ > e. In this case, the
“streaming + collision operator” is block lower-triangular. Its exact inverse can be applied by
solving (5) element-by-element, in the order given by the mesh ordering for direction Ωd.
For general meshes, in particular HO meshes, a mesh element ordering for which the matrix
F (d) is block lower triangular may not exist. Instead, we find a mesh element ordering for which
the block upper-triangular matrix, F
(d)
> , is as small as possible, where we have decomposed F
(d)
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in an alternative manner,
F (d) = F
(d)
≤ + F
(d)
> . (20)
Once such a mesh ordering is found, we perform a lagged transport sweep to update ψ
(d)
(`+1),
[
G(d) + F
(d)
≤ +Mt
]
ψ
(d)
(`+1) = q
(d) +
1
4pi
Msϕ(`) − F (d)> ψ(d)(`) . (21)
The iteration scheme described in (21) is equivalent to solving (18) using a block Gauss-Seidel
solver on a specific ordering of elements.
We now pose the problem of choosing a good element ordering in a graph-theoretical sense.
In particular, for each quadrature direction Ωd, we construct a directed graph whose vertices Ve
correspond to mesh elements κe. There exists a weighted oriented edge between mesh element
vertices (Ve, Ve′) in the graph if F
(d)
e,e′ is nonzero. The choice of edge weight, ze,e′ , connecting
(Ve, Ve′) is critical in determining the convergence behavior of (21). In this work, we consider three
choices for ze,e′ :
1. Unity, ze,e′ = 1;
2. Face, ze,e′ = ‖Fe,e′‖; and
3. SigInvFace,
ze,e′ =
∥∥∥(Mt,e)−1 Fe,e′∥∥∥ , (22)
where ‖A‖ = maxi,j |aij | denotes the maximum element norm of a matrix. Equation (22) accounts
for the importance of effective streaming area while also taking into account that radiation is less
likely to stream across optically thick mesh elements.
In order to compute a good element ordering, we solve the corresponding maximum acyclic
subgraph problem, also known as the feedback arc set (FAS) problem [9]. In particular, each
element ordering corresponds to some number of forward edges (Ve, Ve′), e
′ > e, and some number
of backward edges (Ve, Ve′), e
′ ≤ e. We find an element ordering that minimizes the weight
associated with the forward edges, ∑
e
∑
e′<e
ze,e′ ,
because the collection of forward edges corresponds to the upper block-triangular part of the
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matrix. This collection defines the outgoing face matrices Fe,e′ that are applied to lagged data
within the transport sweep (21). Although this problem is known to be NP-hard (see, for example,
[9]), efficient heuristic methods can be used to compute an approximate solution.
To determine a mesh-element sweep ordering, we first compute all strongly connected com-
ponents (SCCs) of the graph [25]. Then, we use the fact that a globally minimum FAS can be
determined by independently computing on each SCC a minimal FAS. Since most SCCs involve
only a few elements, this often allows the computation of a minimal FAS without approximation
using integer programming. If the number of vertices in individual SCCs is larger than a constant,
say 10, we determine an (approximate) minimum FAS using the heuristic algorithm of [9].
IV. RESULTS
In this section we present results in the context of SN transport on high-order curved meshes.
We focus on the properties of cycle breaking and iterative convergence with respect to the mesh
curvature and sizes of cycles. Discussion about an alternative approach to handle curved meshes,
namely, transition to a low-order linear mesh, is also included.
Convergence properties of the method for the cases of scattering-dominated regimes is beyond
the scope of this article. This subject is addressed in [?] where we present a new diffusion synthetic
acceleration (DSA) preconditioner for DG discretizations on high-order meshes.
Our implementation of the algorithms presented in the previous sections utilizes the MFEM
finite element library [1].
IV.A. Nested Annuli Test Problem
Our first example is a three region test problem consisting of two nested annuli surrounded by
a square domain, similar to the geometry of a pressurized water reactor pincell. It is important to
note that the region interior to the annulus is not included in our problem domain. The dimensions
of the problem are shown in Fig. 1 and material properties are given in Table I. We solve this
TABLE I
Annular test problem material properties.
Region R1 R2 R3
Σs
[
cm−1
]
1.0 1.0 1.0
Σt
[
cm−1
]
2.0 2.2 2.4
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Fig. 1. Annular test problem geometry.
0.72 cm
R3
1.0 cm0.6 cm
R2
0.66 cm
R1
problem on a series of meshes of cubic elements using cubic DG representations of the angular
flux,
• HO coarse- 540 cubic mesh elements (Fig. 2(a)),
• HO refined- 2160 cubic mesh elements (Fig. 2(b)),
and low-order, spatially refined meshes,
• Straightened coarse- 4860 linear mesh elements (Fig. 2(c)), and
• Straightened refined- 19440 linear elements (Fig. 2(d)).
The low-order, spatially refined, or “straightened,” meshes are generated in MFEM [1] by
projecting a HO mesh onto a linear mesh. This is achieved by dividing each element Nref times
in every direction. The vertices of these sub-divided elements are then taken to be the nodes of
the linear mesh. This process is demonstrated qualitatively in Fig. 3.
Straightening a HO mesh and solving on the LO mesh using LO finite elements is an alter-
native to solving the linear transport equations directly on the HO mesh using HO finite elements.
Such an approach is appealing in that it,
1. permits the use of existing, highly-optimized transport solvers designed for meshes of linear
elements,
2. likely results in fewer and smaller mesh cycles, if our graph based sweep is too inefficient,
and
13
Fig. 2. Meshes for annular test problem.
(a) Coarse HO mesh. (b) Refined HO mesh.
(c) Coarse straightened mesh. (d) Refined straightened mesh.
3. probably generates fewer negative angular flux solutions, because the mesh would be more
spatially refined, and low-order finite elements typically generate fewer negativities in spa-
tially under-resolved regions compared with HO finite elements.
The above benefits hold true under several conditions that are listed below. We stress that, up to
our knowledge, the current literature doesn’t contain any methods for transition between HO and
LO meshes that could provide all of the listed conditions:
14
Fig. 3. Qualitative description of the straightening procedure.
1. a spatially refined, valid LO mesh can be easily generated from any given HO mesh,
2. mapping materials and interfaces from the HO mesh to the LO mesh does not degrade
solution accuracy,
3. the relative speed of existing, transport solvers operating on a refined LO mesh can compen-
sate for the increase in number of unknowns, and
4. the computational time required for mapping of fields from the HO mesh to the LO mesh
and back is trivial.
Using the method of manufactured solutions [15, 24], we first demonstrate that HO solutions
on HO meshes are more accurate than LO solutions on LO refined meshes on problems with curved
boundaries. We impose a solution of the form
ψd (x, y) =
[
1
2
(1 + x2 + y2) + cos
(
3x+
3y
2
)] [
Ω2d,µ + Ωd,η
]
, (23)
where Ωd,µ and Ωd,η are the direction cosines with respect to the x− and y−axes, respectively.
Using S4 level-symmetric angular quadrature, we tabulate the L2 error of the scalar flux solution in
Table II. As shown in Table II, HO transport solutions on HO meshes are orders of magnitude more
accurate than LO refined solutions, despite the HO methods using significantly fewer unknowns.
The number of mesh cycles for each HO mesh is summarized in Table III. Note that, given the
symmetry of this problem and the quadrature set used, we only provide the mesh-cycle information
for two angle types,
1. the “diagonal” ordinates: Ωd,µ = Ωd,η, and
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TABLE II
Comparison of L2 errors for MMS on annular test problem.
Error Number of
ϕ˜(x) Unknowns
Straightened Coarse 2.603× 10−5 19940
Straightened Refined 4.946× 10−6 77760
HO Coarse 2.5731× 10−7 8640
HO Refined 1.491× 10−8 34560
TABLE III
Mesh Cycles in Nested Annuli Test Problem.
Mesh Angle Total Cycles Elements Total Edges
(Simple+Large) in Large SCC Removed
HO Coarse Diagonal 12 + 0 - 12
Off-Diagonal 2 + 2 [7,7] 14
HO Fine Diagonal 24 + 0 - 24
Off-Diagonal 6 + 4 [3,3,13,13] 34
2. “off-diagonal” ordinates (every other discrete ordinate direction).
Note that for this particular problem, unity weighting of inter-element dependencies was used, but
the choice of graph-edge weighting did not affect the number of edges removed to make an acyclic
sweep ordering.
In Fig. 4, we demonstrate that, despite the HO annular meshes having mesh cycles, with the
graph-based sweep ordering, the mesh cycles do not significantly degrade iterative convergence,
requiring one additional iteration to reach the same convergence criterion. Figure 4 plots the
computed iteration error, taken to be the L∞ norm of the difference of successive iterates,
log10
(
max
d
∥∥∥ψ(d)j+1 −ψ(d)j+1∥∥∥∞
)
,
versus the fixed-point iteration index. Source iteration for this problem is terminated when the
norm of the difference of successive iterates is near machine precision, 10−14.
The nested annuli test problems shows that HO transport on HO meshes can be more accurate
with fewer unknowns that LO transport discretization on spatially refined grids, as shown by Table
II. Additionally, the nested annuli test problem shows that HO meshes introduce mesh cycles that
LO meshes do not possess (see Table III). However, as shown in Fig. 4, this mesh cycling does not
significantly degrade iterative convergence relative to cycle-free, straightened meshes of the same
16
Fig. 4. Iterative convergence for the nested annuli test problem.
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IV.B. Triple-point Problem
Our next example uses an underling mesh generated from a purely Lagrangian simulation
of the “triple point” problem [12] using cubic discretizations of the kinematic variables, creating
third-order meshes. The low resolution and high resolution variants of this mesh are shown in Fig.
5(a) and Fig. 5(b), respectively. The scattering and total cross sections are constant, Σs = 1 [cm
−1]
and Σt = 2 [cm
−1], the problem is driven by an isotropic source qd (x) = 1 + sin2 (2x+ y) and
a constant inflow boundary condition of unity for all discrete ordinate directions. An S2 level
symmetric angular quadrature set is used to discretize the problem in angle.
Fig. 5. HO triple-point meshes.
(a) Cubic mesh with 336 elements. (b) Cubic mesh with 1344 elements.
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As seen in Fig. 5, this problem effectively represents a worst case scenario for mesh cycling
in a two-dimensional problem. We use this problem to demonstrate:
1. it is possible to sweep on HO meshes with very large strongly connected components,
2. different graph weightings can result in different source iteration convergence rates, and
3. mesh straightening is in general impractical.
First, we give the number of mesh cycles present in the HO meshes we consider in Table IV. In
Table IV and Table V, a =
√
3
3 . While the number of elements in each SCC is independent of
the edge weighting used, the number of edges removed from the graph is not. Table V shows
the number of edges removed in solving the FAS sweep ordering problem for each edge-weighting
method considered.
TABLE IV
SCC information for the HO triple-point problem.
Mesh Angle Total Cycles Elements
(Simple+Large) in Large SCC
336 Elements 〈a, a〉 0 + 1 [97]
〈−a, a〉 1 + 1 [46]
〈a,−a〉 1 + 1 [46]
〈−a,−a〉 0 + 1 [97]
1344 Elements 〈a, a〉 0 + 1 [475]
〈−a, a〉 1 + 2 [3,184]
〈−a, a〉 1 + 2 [3,184]
〈−a,−a〉 0 + 1 [475]
TABLE V
Edges removed to define a sweep ordering for the HO triple-point problem.
Mesh Angle Edge Weighting
Unity Face SigmaInvFace
336 Elements 〈a, a〉 60 63 72
〈−a, a〉 25 30 39
〈a,−a〉 26 31 36
〈−a,−a〉 66 64 82
1344 Elements 〈a, a〉 144 170 292
〈−a, a〉 68 91 143
〈a,−a〉 81 100 112
〈−a,−a〉 202 209 285
To assess how the upwind dependency lagging required to sweep mesh element by element
affects overall scattering source iteration, we compare against an “ideal” fixed-point, solving Eq.
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(18) directly without the Gauss-Seidel iteration introduced by sweeping on HO grids [see Eq.
(21)]. We solve Eq. (18) using a recently developed algebraic multigrid method for non-symmetric
matrices, referred to as pAIR [17, 16]. Iterative convergence for both meshes is plotted in Fig. 6.
As shown in Fig. 6, sweeping element-by-element does incur an iteration effectiveness penalty, but
Fig. 6. Iterative convergence for triple-point problem.
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still converges at a reasonable rate, even for problems with large SCCs.
Finally, we use the HO triple-point meshes to demonstrate that in general, it is at best
impractical to straighten HO meshes. For this study, we simply seek the minimum refinement level
necessary to yield a low-order, spatially refined mesh that satisfies |J(ξ)| > 0 at every node.
Straightening of the purely Lagrangian triple-point meshes to yield positive |J(ξ)| everywhere
in the low-order mesh is not always possible, e.g., as in the case with the 1344 element mesh.
Furthermore, straightening is likely to be impractical as shown by the 336 element mesh needing
24 levels of refinement to yield strictly positive |J(ξ)|. In particular, refining the HO mesh by
a factor of 24, to create a low-order mesh for low-order transport, would increase the number of
transport unknowns by a factor of 144 for this problem. Attempts were made to use up to 180
refinements to straighten the 1344 element HO mesh, however we could not verify that even at
that level of refinement the straightened mesh had |J(ξ)| > 0 at every node.
IV.C. 3D Rayleigh-Taylor problem
In our final example we consider a three-dimensional third-order mesh generated via a purely
Lagrangian simulation of a 3D variation of the classic Rayleigh-Taylor instability problem [8]. The
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mesh contains 256 zones and is shown in Figure 7. This problem demonstrates that sweeping is
still possible on highly-distorted 3D meshes.
Fig. 7. Cubic 3D mesh (top) resulting from a Lagrangian simulation of the Rayleigh-Taylor prob-
lem. A subset of the mesh elements is shown on bottom.
Like the triple-point problem, the 3D Rayleigh-Taylor problem also illustrates a case when
straightening the HO mesh is not a feasible alternative, due to the high curvature of the original
mesh. In particular, obtaining a valid, LO refined version of a coarser variant of this problem, 32
third order zones, requires refining each HO mesh element by a factor of 15, resulting in a linear
mesh containing 108000 elements with 864000 transport spatial degrees of freedom versus 32 HO
elements and 2048 transport spatial degrees of freedom.
The scattering and total opacities are constant throughout the domain, σs = 1 and σt = 2,
and we set a constant inflow boundary condition of unity for all discrete ordinate directions. An
S2 level symmetric angular quadrature set is used to discretize the problem in angle. The problem
is driven by the following volumetric source:
qd (x) = 1 + sin
2 (4x+ 2yz + 2y) .
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Each of the eight discrete ordinate direction develops one SCC containing 79 or 83 elements,
out of 256 elements in the full mesh. The number of removed graph edges for each of the three
weighting strategies are listed in Table VI. The Unity, Face, and SigmaInvFace strategies converge
in 79, 78, and 83 iterations, respectively, with very similar convergence histories. The final solution
and convergence history with the SigmInvFace strategy are shown in Figure 8.
TABLE VI
Edges removed to define a sweep ordering for the 3D Rayleigh-Taylor problem.
Angle Elements Edge Weighting
in Large SCC Unity Face SigmaInvFace
〈a, a, a〉 83 106 104 123
〈−a, a, a〉 79 90 93 103
〈a,−a, a〉 83 102 103 120
〈−a,−a, a〉 79 94 89 112
〈a, a,−a〉 79 95 93 108
〈−a, a,−a〉 83 111 104 123
〈a,−a,−a〉 79 98 89 113
〈−a,−a,−a〉 83 102 103 120
(a) HO Transport solution. (b) Convergence of iteration error.
Fig. 8. Final solution and convergence of iterative error for sweeping on the Rayleigh-Taylor mesh.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Solving the linear transport equations directly on HO grids is a requirement for next-
generation radiation hydrodynamics simulations. We have demonstrated that, despite a potentially
large number of mesh cycles, the linear transport equations can be solved directly on HO meshes
by introducing an appropriate mesh ordering on which to do a transport sweep. The ordering is
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determined by approximately solving the feedback arc set (FAS) problem, for some measure of
distance between mesh elements. Three such distances, or “weightings,” were explored, the unity
weighting, face weighting, and sigma-inverse face weighting (see Section IV.C). In all tested cases,
the face weighting was the most effective, in one case offering a near 2× improvement in total
iteration count over the unity weighting and sigma-inverse face weighting (see Figure 6). Solving
directly on HO meshes eliminates the need to transition to a straightened linear mesh, improves
solution accuracy, and requires fewer degrees of freedom.
A future area of research will be the preservation of angular flux positivity when using high-
order discontinuous Galerkin spatial discretizations of the linear transport equations in spatially
under resolved regions, as well as a more rigorous understanding of the optimal weighting for the
FAS problem. We will also explore the challenges HO meshes may pose to diffusion-based synthetic
acceleration techniques required for scattering-dominated regimes. Such capabilities are required
by multi-material problems involving optically thick and thin transitions. The long-term goal is to
derive a time-dependent, nonlinear TRT solver utilizing the iterative techniques described within
this work.
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